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Part One - Gogyohka 

 

 

autumn ends with a soft snow 

not with a bang 

or a whimper 

but with an icy glaze 

that freezes the world in place 

 

 

not a shower 

a deluge 

I can hear God's voice 

through the spreading ice 

sounds like the saddest wind 

 

 

 

welcome wraith of steam escapes 

wisp of warmth 

whiff of cinnamon 

compelling aromas of Thanksgiving 

hot apple cider tonight 
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how many fathoms 

below the surface 

how many waves of lies 

hide the buried treasure 

that is her truth 

 

merely a tear 

in an ocean of life 

merely a year 

in a life of strife 

300,000 children enslaved 

 

 

cannot see 

past the bend in the road 

the closer I get 

the more light comes streaming 

sunshine? or roaring hellfire? 
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last year's resolutions 

a cruel joke 

all the same vices 

remain 

will I eradicate them now? 

 

the tedium 

of winter's whine 

never more present 

than the icy road 

home 

 

snow showers, they said 

the blizzard hit hard 

buried the little finch 

she dug out with her beak 

chirped angrily at the sky 

 

she can be fickle 

nature demands loyalty 

but our careless human moments 

so many regrets 

too many to forgive 
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Part Two - Haiku and Senryu 

 

autumn rain 

orderly transition 

washes away the heat 

 

 

your words charm the breeze 

steal the breath from my lungs 

my heart absolves you 

 

 

leafy branches trimmed 

morose, a silent squirrel 

observes the carnage 

 

 

lively music 

drowning the raindrops 

no one dances 
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misguided 

our attempt to improve nature 

lethal? 

 

 

humans tinker 

unhappy with plant DNA 

nature disapproves 

 

 

 

Mother Nature 

hers will be the last word 

after forever ends 

 

 

chasing the event horizon 

spun into the jet stream 

unknown destination 
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his heart 

neatly tucked away 

forever out of reach 

 

 

 

 

guardian angel: still yearning for my own 

 

 

 

 

endorphines die 

a forced smile saved her mood 

bidding them back to life 
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her body 

once vital, now crippled, subdued 

her heart, unassailed  

 

 

like the raindrop knows water 

like the cyclone knows air 

my heart knows yours 

 

 

 

her legs wrap around him 

like a hot pretzel  

hold back winter's chill 

 

 

humans speak loudly 

boasting conquests so banal 

never taking flight 
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glossy finish 

the dew of sweat 

after her workout 

 

 

charred earth cracks 

green shoots peek through smoldering wood 

answering the fire 

 

 

 

I tread slowly 

follow footprints of dreams 

through a desert of the mind 

 

 

blackbird calls, "Make haste!" 

answering her handsome mate 

triumphant, he sings 
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fragile human race  

engineers its own demise 

unintentional? 

 

 

 

friends called him Madiba 

enemies called him fearsome 

the world called him hero  

 

 

 

unwed mother's heart 

lovefire of the ages 

still burning today 
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cold sky 

a silver mist 

over an empty heart 

 

 

house and heart 

well guarded 

fortress of ice 

 

 

snow, snow and more snow 

what the crocus and I saw 

poking our heads out 
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